Articles Worksheet

Edit the following sentences for proper use of articles and nouns.
If a sentence is correct, write “correct” after it.

1. The book was on the top shelf of bookcase.
   
2. The Kyle’s party lasted all night.
   
3. Driving in the city requires a certain level of patience.
   
4. I went to the Miami for vacation last year and went to beach.
   
5. Sandy sent the birthday present to the wrong address.
   
6. Public school systems in United States of America are funded by a government.
   
7. Malinda only drinks sodas that contain lots of caffeine.
   
8. The tortoise and the hare raced one day, and the tortoise won.
   
9. Knowing subject will help when taking test.
   
10. I took the my car to the gas station to put the air in my tire.